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WIMCO Corporation Goes Live With Computer Guidance Cloud-based Construction ERP Software
One of North Caroline’s 2015 Best Employers Successfully Implements Cloud-based Construction ERP Software to
Manage Its Growing General Contracting Business
Scottsdale, Arizona – April 28, 2015 – Computer Guidance Corporation, the leading developer of ERP software
solutions for the construction industry, today announced the successful go-live of its end-to-end construction ERP
software—eCMS v.4.0 at its long-term customer, WIMCO Corp.
WIMCO Corp manages approximately 150 construction projects a year in the hospitality, education, retail, public
service and private sector with over 50 full-time supervisory and management employees. With Hosted eCMS,
WIMCO takes advantage of Computer Guidance’s cloud offering leveraging cost accounting, core financials, human
resources, payroll, purchasing, enterprise content management, business intelligence and Project Collaborator
applications to further automate its business processes and increase organization-wide efficiencies while realizing the
additional benefits of a cloud-based ERP deployment.
Darlene Moore, Executive Vice President of WIMCO Corp said, “Computer Guidance has always been the leader in
delivering innovative ERP solutions to the construction industry but now with the powerful eCMS v.4.0 functionality, the
transparency between the field and the office is unprecedented through the ubiquitous accessibility and instantaneous
availability of real-time, accurate and integrated data leveraging various cutting-edge technologies and applications.”
“We are fortunate to experience steady growth in the past couple of years. We believe that this is direct result of our
successful execution of our corporate strategy that focuses on our continued commitment to our customers,
employees and business partners. Computer Guidance has been an integral part of this ecosystem since 1998 and we
continue to build on this partnership,” stated Kevin Rawls, President of WIMCO Corp. “Our recent decision to upgrade
to eCMS v.4.0 and to move our most critical business processes and data to the cloud was simply based on the rocksolid system reliability of eCMS and our firm partnership with CGC.”
Commenting on the go-live, Mike Bihlmeier, President of Computer Guidance Corporation said, “We have witnessed
tremendous growth and success of our clients and our eCMS v.4.0 ERP solution provides the tools to help them
continue that trajectory. We are very excited about what the future holds for WIMCO as they are a great testament to
our shared commitment for embracing and leveraging leading technologies.”
About Computer Guidance Corporation
Computer Guidance is the software development expert for construction enterprise resource planning solutions. In
business since 1981, Computer Guidance has provided its customers with construction financial and project
management applications supported by industry-leading business intelligence and analytics applications and advanced
productivity tools. Computer Guidance is a premier Business Partner of IBM Corporation, providing a solid technology
foundation for both its cloud-based, hosted and on-premise solutions. Hundreds of commercial contractors have
implemented Computer Guidance ERP achieving quantifiable benefits year after year. Many Computer Guidance
customers are represented among the Engineering News-Record Top 50, 400 and 600 and the On-Site Top 40.
Computer Guidance’s construction software expertise has led the Associated General Contractors of America to select
Computer Guidance’s solutions as the ERP solution of choice for its members. eCMS has also been acknowledged by
the CFMA IT Survey, ranking its job cost, accounting and payroll applications as the number one software for
commercial contractors. In 2013, Computer Guidance received a silver Contractor’s Choice award from Roads &
Bridges magazine recognizing eCMS as one of the most widely implemented ERP solutions among its readership.
Computer Guidance Corporation became a member of JDM Technology Group in January 2014. JDM Technology
Group is a global software business that is exclusively in Construction with 45,000 users served, in 40 countries and in
6 continents, employing 300 staff. Collectively the customers of JDM Technology Group companies employ over an
estimated 1 million of the United States 6.1 million total construction workforce. JDM Technology Group’s core
business philosophy is long-term commitment to customer service, coupled with providing the best possible solutions
to customers.
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For additional information, visit www.computerguidance.com or call 888.361.4551.
###
eCMS is a registered trademark of Computer Guidance Corporation, member of the JDM Technology Group.

